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TOOL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Supply
Mitsubishi Materials (MMC Hartmetall
GmbH, Germany) and Autocrib are working
together in Europe to supply customers with
the latest and most versatile point of use
dispensing machines.
Autocrib systems provide secure access
to inventory and materials such as cutting
tools, maintenance supplies and PPE goods
while tracking usage and automating the
re-order process.

AUTOCRIB Software

Flexibility
Storage and stock control
is a constantly changing
situation. Robocrib products are designed so
that the hardware and
software can be easily
re-configured and therefore adapt to any change
in circumstance.

AutoCrib software is at the heart of each product giving complete control and versatility over
automated inventory management.
The software is the industry leader with a powerful and user friendly system. It provides a variety
of cost centre tracking options, auto purchase
function and over 200 standard report styles to assist
identifying trends, waste and inefficiencies.
The system can also manage manual or existing
traditional tool stores.
With the capability to oversee multiple vend points
and unsurpassed reporting functions, this turnkey
tool management software has everything needed
to run many thousands of items in storage.
Supports all AutoCrib dispensing machines
Simple, icon driven graphical user interface
SQL server databases
Over 200 standard reports
Automatic purchase order function
Email reporting
Manages traditional stores
View user notes and digital images of products
Multiple item kit function
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ROBOCRIB series
Robust, class leading machines specifically for industrial
use. RoboCrib has been designed to provide secure access
for up to 2500 different items in a highly space efficient
area. The variety of available bin sizes allows simultaneous
management of both small and large items.

Robocrib VX500

A cost effective medium
sized machine.
Max 628 bins

Robocrib VX1000

The original modern dispensing
machine with a high storage capacity.
Max 1048 bins

Robocrib LX2000

An extremely large capacity
machine with a small footprint.
Max 2574 bins
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ROBOCRIB with Lockers
RoboCrib can combine with lockers to further enhance flexibility and usability of
the system.
Autolocker stations provide 24 hour
a day access to high value, oversize,
and durable items using solenoid
activated lockers and a simple to use
keypad interface. Individual lockers
are available in eight different sizes that
can be mixed according to specific needs.

Toolroom Station
Tool Crib Stations allow users to automate an
existing tool room or stores area using either
a keypad or touch screen interface. This
enables a cost efficient way to control a standard,
manual store room with the benefit of the
same level of accountability as an AutoCrib
tool vending machine.

Simple and Fast
Time is costly, therefore Autocrib systems are designed to be as simple and as fast as possible.
With average dispense times of only 7 seconds, employees will spend less time obtaining tools.
Every Autocrib system includes sophisticated supply chain management capabilities and comes
complete with a reporting mode to assist in identifying costs, trends, waste and inefficiencies.
Additionally, communication with popular ERP systems such as SAPTM and Prophet21TM etc. is possible.
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